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Row-oriented systems

001:Bob,25,Math,10K;

002:Bill,27,EECS,50K;

003:Jill,24,Biology,80K;

Column-oriented systems

Bob:001,Bill:002,Jill:003;

25:001,27:002,24:003;

Math:001,EECS:002,Biology:003;

10K:001,50K:002,80K:003;

What is a column-oriented DBMS ?
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• Minimize the number of hard disk seeks

• Compress data

Bob:001,Bill:002,Jill:003;

25:001,27:002,24:003;

Math:001,EECS:002,Math:003;

10K:001,50K:002,80K:003;

-> Math:001,003,EECS:002;

• Read only the data necessary to answer the query.

Why using column-oriented DBMS ? 

Math
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• SAP IQ – owned by SAP

• Sensage

• Kdb+ - Owned by Kx Systems

• Vertica(Vertica Analytic Database)*

Commercial products

* Andrew Lamb, et al. The Vertica Analytic Database: CStore 7 Years Later. In VLDB '12.

https://cse.buffalo.edu/~zzhao35/teaching/cse707_fall21/vertica.pdf
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• C-Store stores a collection of columns

• Projections: Groups of columns sorted on the same attribute.

• Three components architecture: 

• WS component optimized for frequent insert and update 

• RS component optimized for read-only query performance.

• Tuple Mover move blocks of tuples in a WS to the corresponding RS, 

and updating any join indexes in the process.

• Allows redundant storage of elements of a table in several overlapping projections in 

different orders

• Heavily compressed columns using one of several coding schemes. 

C-Store
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- Standard SQL semantics

- No physical tables stored using logical data model, only 

implement projections. 

- Able to contain other table’s attributes, as long as its’ N:1 

relationship (foreign key)

- the term projection is slightly different than common practice, 

since there is no base table stored.

EMP(name, age, salary, dept)

DEPT(dname, floor)

Data model

dname floor

Math 1

EECS 2

Biology 3

EMP

DEPT
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- the sort order of a projection by appending the sort key to the 

projection separated by a vertical bar.

Data model
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- Covering set of projections: every column in the table is stored 

in at least on projection.

- Reconstructions of table using Join index and Storage key.

- Values from different columns in the same segment with 

matching storage keys belong to the same logical row.

- Every projection is horizontally partitioned into 1 or more 

segments, which are given a segment identifier, Sid, where 

Sid > 0

Data model

Common sort order
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- Storage keys are not stored in RS, but calculated from tuple’s physical position 

in the column. 

- 4 Encoding Schemes. 

- Encoding chosen for a column depends on its ordering

- self-order: the column ordered by values in that column 

- foreign-order: the column ordered by corresponding values of 

some other column in the same projection

Read-optimized Store (RS)

self-orderforeign-order
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- 4 encoding schemes 

- Self-order, few distinct values: (v,f,n)

0,0,0,1,2,2,2,3,3,3 =>  (0,1,3),(1,4,1),(2,5,3),(3,8,3)

- Foreign-order, few distinct values: bitmap (v,b)

0,0,1,1,2,1,0,2,1 => (0, 110000100), (1, 001101001), (2,000010010)

- Self-order, many distinct values: represent as delta from previous value

1,4,7,7,8,12 => 1,3,3,0,1,4

- Foreign-order, many distinct values: unencoded

- All use B-tree for indexing in order to minimize disk reads. 

Read-optimized Store (RS)
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- Less data compare to RS

- No need to compress for better insert and delete performance 

- Identical DBMS design as RS

- Unique storage key is stored in WS segments and given to each insert of a logical 

tuple in a table.

- Every column in a WS projection is represented as a collection of pairs, (v, sk), such 

that v is a value in the column and sk is its corresponding storage key

- Structure is represented in a conventional B-tree on sk

- The sort key(s) of each projection is additionally represented by pairs (s, sk) such that 

s is a sort key value and sk is the storage key describing where s first appears. 

- Structure represented as a conventional B-tree on s

Writeable Store (WS)
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- Every projection is represented as a collection of pairs of segments, one in WS and 

one in RS.

- For each record in WS, need to store the sid and storage key of a corresponding 

record in RS.

- This data movement process is done by Tuple Mover.

Join Index and Tuple Mover 
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- Allocate segments to different nodes in a grid system using a 

storage allocator. 

- Still in plan (implemented in Vertica, section 3.6)

Storage Management
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- Provides Snapshot isolation

- No need locking by using HWM

- timestamp authority (TA) boardcasting timestamps to other sites. 

- The time unit is epoch.

- TA has received epoch complete messages from all sites for epoch e, it sets the the high watermark(HWM) to be e

Read-only Transactions
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- Read-write transactions use strict two-phase locking for concurrency control among each site

- Update is turned into a insert and a delete

- Using an insertion vector (IV) for each projection segment in WS that record the time (epoch) the 

record is inserted

- Using a deleted record vector (DRV) for each projection, which has one entry per projection 

record, containing a 0 if the tuple has not been deleted

- Resolve deadlock via timeouts

- Tuple Mover will choose WS segment insert time <= LWM, then separate into two groups

- Deleted <=LWM, discarded

- Not deleted or delete after LWM, sent to RS

Read-write transactions
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- Operators

- Similar to SQL operator, include Decompress, Select, 

Mask, Project, Sort, Aggregation Operators, Concat, 

Permute, Join, Bitstring Operators 

- Optimization 

- Use a Selinger-style optimizer that uses cost-based 

estimation for plan construction

- The major optimizer decision is which set of projections 

to use for a given query. 

Query Operators and Optimization
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- Only test for RS

- No Segments, update, WS, and tuple mover.

- Limited to read-only queries.

- benchmarking system:

- 3.0 Ghz Pentium

- RedHat Linux

- 2 Gbytes of memory

- 750 Gbytes of disk

Performance
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- simplified version of TCP-H, one site

- TPC-H scale_10 totals 60,000,000 line items (1.8GB)

- C-Store uses 40% of the space of the row store and 70% of 

Column Store

- Because of the compression and no padding of  

word.

Storage Performance

C-store schema
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- D2 and D4 are materialized (join) views

- D3 and D5 are added for completeness since we don’t use 

them in any of the seven queries.

Query performance
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- Column representation

- Storing overlapping projections, not the whole table

- Better compression of data 

- Query operators operate on compressed representation 

Query performance
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Add materialized views that correspond to the projections used 

with C-store.

Performance catch up but with a cost of consuming too much 

storage.

Query performance

Add materialized views 
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Space-constrained case:

- 164 times faster than the commercial row-store

- 21 times faster than the commercial columnstore

Without space limitation:

- 6.4 times faster than the commercial row-store, 
- row-store takes 6 times the space.  

- 16.5 times faster than the commercial column-store, 
- column-store requires 1.83 times the space. 

Query performance
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- Efficient on space usage

- Fast speed compare

- Vertica further reduced the size of data.

- Vertica using software engineering methods such as 

vectorized execution and more complex compression 

algorithms in order to achieve twice speed as C-store on 

a single core machine

Advantages

Source: Andrew Lamb, et al. The Vertica Analytic Database: CStore 7 Years Later. In VLDB '12.

https://cse.buffalo.edu/~zzhao35/teaching/cse707_fall21/vertica.pdf
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- Single threaded (massively parallel processing hardware supported in Vertica)

- Need to design schema for the query in order to get best speed result.

- Join index is hard to design and maintenance is very expensive. (Replace by one or more 

“super projection” containing every column of the anchoring table in Vertica)

- Only support integer data type. (more datatype support added in Vertica such as FLOAT and 

VARCHAR)

- Not able to process SQL NULLs. (support in Vertica)

Disadvantages
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- C-store is a prototype, but still have good performance on 

typical situation.

- The Vertica take the main idea of C-store and implement it 

further more on data type support, speed and compression 

size.

Conclusion
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